
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But, alack, when he had come to the orchard gate it was guarded by a fiery
dragon, the _______ of which he had never seen in all his life!
1.

like

The inside proved just _______ satisfactory _______ the outside.2. as as

They concern me _______ little _______ they do you.3. as as

A railway bridge here crosses the Ohio, numerous sawmills line the bank;
altogether, there is business bustle, the _______ of which we have not seen
since leaving Louisville.

4.
like

It was just _______ funny _______ it could be.5. as as

Well, _______ it seemed to me, there was some sense in this.6. as

It seemed _______ if she had to justify herself.7. as

In my first visits to these séances, I was led, _______ many others, to
attach great importance to the resemblance which these forms might bear to
what they claimed to have been when in earth-life.

8. like

But I am _______ clever _______ he.9. as as

There is such a thing _______ leaving well alone.10. as

This coin, _______ the others, shows miners doing various things familiar
from Agricola-divining, digging, carrying, and operating windlasses.
11. like

The door closed behind Mary Sartoris, and something _______ a sob
came from the hall.
12. like

The valley looked very well _______ it was.13. as

He disappeared _______ mysteriously _______ he had come.14. as as

But I was young and spirited, and, _______ most lads that have been
country-bred, I had a great opinion of my shrewdness.
15. like
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It is, _______ you say, impossible.16. as

I have said it _______ short _______ I can.17. as as

He started _______ though she had read his thoughts.18. as

Her position was _______ delicate _______ it was perilous.19. as as

The great Corsican began to emulate the Oriental conquerors of old-men
of the people who, _______ himself, had risen to giddy heights by usurpation
and military conquest-in surrounding himself with mystery and hedging
himself about with various ranks of courtiers.

20.
like
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